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professional reports; reduces typing and dictation time; provides
constant intellectual stimulation; forces individuals to better
organize their thoughts; and facilitates the rapid retrieval of,
information. The growing use of home computers has created the need
for new software packages that are based on a humanist rather than a
behavioralist philosophy as wellfts for additional adult-level
courses or workshops on using home computers. The personal computer
is also a valuable tool for-use in adult education program
administration. (MN)
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The development of perional computing promises to have as
great an impact on our society as the development of the
printing press on late medieval society. Why is the computer
revolution here to stay? For one reason, personal computers
are becoming more powerful all the time. Each new generation
(perhaps every five years) results in a product with more
memory, more capability, more user ease, and more
miniaturizatiOn. This increasing portability equates the
personal computer in many ways to the product,of the printing-
press. The increasing power of personal computers also
suggests that breakthroughs in terms of interactive capability
and software'are just around the corner.

Another important reason is the fact that through mass
production, increased technology, and fierce competition, the
price of a personal computer continues to decline. Like the
telephone or even the television set, a personal computer is
now financially possible +or millions with the continued
promise of even lower prices.

Thus, by the end,of this decade, computer literacy'
promises to be a basic literacy. For many of us over
thirty-five this is a.rather disconcerting prospect. We have
been:raised in a formative period designed to create'computer
trauma. We have been taught tliat computers are the province
of a brilliant computer priesthood; we have seen televiSion
programs and movies warning us that computers are dangerous to
our privacy or, in the case of the "Forbin Project," even to
our world. Many older adults are simply frightened of
computers. This is tempered by a fascination with computers
that also exists apong people of all ages. Such a situation
suggests that programming for coMputer literacy represents a
significant future need for adult education.

Therefore, the real challenge-for adult educatdrs today
may be to not let this revolution become just another4 fad that
passes through the historical annals of education. j-n: other
words, we must learn how we can make the best use of computers
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rather than how can.they help us. Reaching the vast,market of
adult learners takeS on a different meaning when such a goal

is.kept in mind. The purpose of this presentation is.to
describe how the micro-computer can be used both personally
and professionally. In addition, some implications for the
field of adult education will be described and some potential
uSeA demonstrated.

Personal Uses

As two adult educators who have made investments in home
computers, we would like to share some observations on how

this has affected our personal and professional lives and
offer some suggestions for integrating personal computers into

adult education. We both own-Apple II's but we represent two
'clistinctly different types of'adult users. Roger is a
relatively new Apple owner who primarily uses prepared,
software packages for word processing, home and professional
management, and education. Hugh,purchased his Appre a number
,,of years ago and is primarily a hobbyist. While he uses his -

computer professionally, he primarily finds his computer to be
constant source of intellectual stimulation. Both types of

personal computer owners represent a significant potential
market for credit andmoncredit offerings.

The typical purchaser of a home computer has a variety.of
tasks planned for its use. It will aid in tracking household
expenses, :ict .as a tutor for children, be a source of
entertainment, be used for word processing, and keep track of

things. However when the new purchaser sits 'down to use a
personal computer, he or she finds that an extensive'learning
process must take place prior to doing anething useful with
the machine. With a few notable exception, there is very
little,local dealer support in, understanding the basic tasks
of using a neW computer. For example, the first task can be .

something as simple as finding the power switch. On most home
computers or business terminals, the switch is hidden in the
back. Many new Apple owners try to turn on the machine with
the power on light at the 'bottom of the keyboard. The point
is that it takes about an hour of instruction ta effectively
use commercial turnkey software.

Perhaps it would help to describe one person's use of an

Apple II. As a hobbyist, I (Hugh) am using it to become
familiar with a.variety of computer languages: BASIC, LOGO,

PILOT, andPascal. In addition, I have been developing an
understanding of how the Disk Operating System works. This
last project has required learning hexadecimal arithematic and
acquiring some familiarity with principles of machine level

programming. In Order to understand these various pursuits, I

.belong to two national Apple clubs (ealled by-the unique n mes

.0f A.P.P.L.E. and Apple'for the Teacher) as well as serving as
an officer in local club. I subscribe to five magazineS
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(preative_Computing, Mi4ble Call7A.P.P,L,E,, Hardcore, and
= Softalk)and read one or two 'ottmrs on a regular basis.

On the other side of the picture, I (Roger) use the
.personal computer primarily with a variety of software. I

have a word processing paCkage that I use a great deal for
drafting professional correspondence, writing reports,.
corresponding with relatives, and storing a variety of files
that periodically can be updated or-reused. I also use PFS, a
filing and sorting package, for keeping track of volunteer
interests of adult meMbers of the church I belong to, for our
menu iile, and for our Christmas card list, I also have a
statistics package, a calculationsepackage, a personal finande
package, several games and educational tutorial packages, and',_
a 'typing tutorial diskette from which my children have learned
how to-type (one of our family=prerequisites to using the
personal computer). InLiii-ently my oldest daughter is in the
middle-schbol" computer plUband appears as though"she will
become a user somewhat similar to Hugh. I only subscribe to
One computer'Magazine and read it or occasional books
primarily to seek oUt software programs that I can in a
"cookbook" fashion use to!create my own software.

Thus, the major home applications of a personal computer
given ttle wide variety ofuser types are entertainment, record
keeping and anàlysis; financial management applications, word
processing, educational applications, and programming. In
audition, a personal computer can be used with other hardware
to Control electrical circuits and access other computers.
Each of these latter applications require a significant level
of expertise.

There-are two major areas.of entertainment:' "arcade
games" and "adventure" games. Typicgl.arcade games are
"Invaders", "Apple Panic", and "Raster Blaster" (a pinball
simulation). A related area has been the development of

-computer based board games such as "Monty Plays Monopoly" and
various chess, Othello, and backgammon simulations. The
"adventure" game which .is a genre roughly based on "Dungeons
and Dragons" probably represents the most complex application
of home computers to entertainment.' In this genre the
participant becomes the main character in an interactiVe work
of fiction. The object in most adventures is to face-danger,
accumulate treasure, bargain with merchants and thieves, and
finally reach the end of the quest.

Typical applications in the home of record keeping and
analysis are; tracking expenses by category, filling out
income tax forms with computer denerated supporting doCuments,,
analysing personal food intake,-maintaining a, personal
calendar:,, addresses, phone numbers, and an inventory of
Ipersonal goods. There also.are data bases available for
menuS, barrecipes, literature on the Apple, grocery lists,
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And stocking wine cellars. The purchaser of a.home computerl.
is 'faced witnthe problem of whether to purchase a general-
purpose. data base managMent system such as dBase, DBMaster, or
Visifile or dedicated programs for a'maior application such as.
the Diet Master, a program which tracks individual meals and
keeps track of calories, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals,
and compares actual diet with an ideal diet for .that person.

, Financial management also can represent a significant use
for the home computer. After using the home computer to track
my checks foe on year, I personally found it easier to
balance the checkbook with a hand calculator and only enter
deductable ftems in the computer for end of the year purposet.
However, the home computer is invaluable in catculating
interest rate tables and filling out the multitude of forms
required by I.R.S. For the home investor.there are numerous
programs and data bases for analysing investments with.

virtually every model of technical analysis available to
professional stock brokers. A significant number of
investment analysis programs are in the public domain.

Educational applications are an area of signifiCant
frustration to many purchasers of home computers. Good
instructional programs are both rare and often expensive.
Furthermore, there is very little correlation between price
and,value. Perhaps the best educational programs available
for'home use are the "adventure games, which stress
imagination, priablem solving, and fantasy. MoLt educational
programs availabre for the home are "drill and.practpe" or
"quizzes". (We wifl spend some additional_time later in this

-presentation describing some of the philosophical and
instructional issues of importance for adult educators.) Some
programs.t,-at are- worthy of notige are typing tutorials (such
as the one Roger uses with his children) that give instant
feedback.on rate and mistakes, Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium disks (which includes some rather interesting
'simulatioms), and the Milliken Publishing Company's-medical
continuing education series for physicians. The Milliken
series tracks progress through the lessons and proyides
continuing education credits°from Washington University
Medical School when the lesson disk is returned and verified.

WOrd processing is a growing area of interest in the home
as well as the office. This Paper has been prepared using a
word processing program developed for home use. It is self
documenting with-built in tables of available commands. There
are literally scores of word procetsing programs and utilities
available for home computers. It is an area which requires
some expertise i4n choosing a program and using the program.-
Prices of available programs range from fifty to hundreds of
dollars. The purchaser must.be aware of the featuresthat
will be needed, the .complexity of the program, whether 'special .

additional hardware will be needed (such as eighty coluMn
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boarps for the Apple or Atari), and compatibility with
available printer(s). Accessory diskettes which can be
interfaced with mord processing packages include diCtionary

°programs which check spelling; grammar programs which search
for common errors and cliches and make suggestions for change,

and form letter and mailing Programs.' '

Programming applications cOnsist primarily of learning new

languages and developing special purpose programs. Alvin'

Toffler, in The Third Wave, speaks of the development of
"electronic cottage industries." This is already happening in
the area of personal computer software, 'A significant number
of personal computer hobbiests are witting software for
commercial application or for special needs of their own. At

the moment there are a multitude of languages availabre for

the Apple alone. Just to name a few would inclUdet COBOL,

FORTRAN,' FORTH,,LISP, PILOT, LOGO, Pascal, numerouS assemblers
and at least ten dialects of BASIC. In addition, there are

various special'purpose authoring languages for writing data
bases (SAVVY),.programs (The Last One) and computer assisted
instruction (GENESIS or the Zenith Educational GyStem).

As programming beComeS a common skill, it will have an
increasing impact upon our society. The process of developing,
programt affects the logical structures of the programmer and
each language reflects a different approach to problem
solving. Assembler's require a meticulous eye for detailv
Pascal requires,advance planning and charting-before writing

'code: FORTH and LOGO allow you to create the language you
need as yoU develop your programs.. BASIC encourages starting
with an idea and improving it.as you work with the program.

Some developing fahguages, such as Smalltalk, will be based on
systemS of divergent thinking. . One of the basic issues eaised
by Seymour Papert (Mindstorms) for this developing age of
computer literacy will be "does the user program the computer

or does 'the camputer program the user?", While Papert raises
the question in relation to computer literacy for children,
the question also can be appjied to adult education efforts in

computer literacy.

The area of home computer use promises to be'a significant
area for the development of'adult education offerings from a
variety Of vendors. A thorough understanding of the
motivations, uses,.and limitations of the home user will be a

necessary ingredient in developing sound programs. At the

moment, the best educational efforts for such a'consumer are
being conducted by user organizations and through a variety of

books and magazines. These efforts are meeting only a portion
of the needs for guidance and understanding of the home user.
A particular need of_many new purchaserS is instruCtion in the
use of software packages which require familiarity with a
variety of commands incorporated in the package. In a later
portion of our presentation ws wilr describe in greater Aetail

%
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various contdnuing education implications.

Professional Uses

There also are a multitude of professional uSes of .

potential value to adult educators. For example, I (Roger)

have completeli changed my writing style,and procedure since
obtaining proficiency with my word.processing package. Pno
longer use an extensive,outline when.writing a book chapter,

joUrnal article, or conference_paper. A few notes or thoughts
jotted on a sheet of paper that I can lay next to the%keyboar-d

now seems to suffice. It is as though the ease now possible

in flipping back and forth among "h.lies"'or "files" has
eliminated the need for that extensive outline.

I also have been able to eliminate one or more drafts of

a paper. My "green" colored screen that reduces eye fatigue
and the ease with which a file'can'be saved now permits me to
edit and review right from the TV' monitor. My wOrd processing
package also allows printing to take place before storage or
directly from the "editor" mode so that if I want a "rough"
draft to tette to a meeting, for example, it can be easily
obtaihed if I don't happen to be particular about margins or

fancy formats. Chrrectionsi-changes, -additions, indeNes and-,

footnoting also is relatively eay so that time for me, foe
typists, and for-others as proof-readers is conserved.

As a matter of fact, I have found that the total typing
time required to complete a work week has been,greatly
reduced. On a number of occasions, I have been.able to type a
report and format it on my compater in a way that sUits my
needs and then siMply Orint a final copy. An'extension of
this is how I used the word processing package to help me
prepare for this conference. One of my responsibilities was
to prepare the Commission of Professors' pre7conference
printed program. ,In my role as Chair this year, I was left

with the task of pulling all the varioUs pieces together. .

ThuS, ultimately I was the only one to knoW of all the final °

times, room numbers, -paper titles, etc. By putting a first
draft on file, printing it out, and then burning stencil
masters,: I was able to have multiple copies run off not only
tO mail to the CPAE membership as an advance conference
program and advertisement, but also something that'could be
sent .to all program presenters and board members for proofing
and corrections. ThenAwo days before I got on the plane for

San Antonio, I did a final update, printed it out, burned
stencil masters, and 'ran off the copies needed for attendees.

I also use ttle word processing package as a type of

clictaphone:- I have never liked the process of oral dictation
to either another perSon or into a dictaphone. It usually
necessitated a rough draft being typed and sometimes a delay

in turn-around time. Now, because I ama fairly fast typist,
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I can rough out drafts of several letters that need formal
typing on a letter head while not worrying much about margins,'
-punctuation, et6. Then the Departmental secretary who kriows
both my quirks and tha.field of adult education quite well,
can type a final copy for my sighature. Frequently this has
saved one.or moredays of turn-around time and I.kndW it has
IsaWed actual work time for4 me and the Departmental secretary;

-

A more difficult to describe Professional use is what has
happened'to my thinking processes. I do know that I have ,

become more orderly and organized in my thinking. Perhaps
that is because I have had to plan ahead- moreoln using some of
my software packages. I also have a renewed appreciation for #

the clarity and structure required to create.certain types of
products or reports: Rather than making me sloppier as one
might think could happen, the speed, convenience, and power of
the computer has helped me to develop more order ant,
structure.

Although I have no real empirical-proof to'offer and
can't say if some of the litsrature supports this,contention,
I believe- that my memory capacity -ha's been sharpened and
enhanCed. Again, it is difficult to explain this with
.precision,_and there is a relationship to my no longer needing
an extensive outline; however, Psomehow affrable fb remember
with more clarity what I haye.typed long after I have typed
it. Perhaps an explanation lies in the fact that when I
before.was "creating" with my typewriter or my pencil, I

somewhat lazily rested on the ability to quickly turn back to ,

previous pages. Now that such a visual crutch is not lying
before me, I seem to not need to do that. Again, the orderly
thought required to use soffie of the packages or to do some
.very basic programming.also no doubt has a correlation.

As,Hugh noted when he decribed his hobbiest induced
stimulation, I, too, find an intellectual stimulation from-,
figuring out forms and forMats, from creating a new "file,"
and fromtobtaining some mastery over aHew pieLe 'of software.
I also feel that a professional has to:obtain a heightened
sense of technology, change, and the fUture when, mastering'the
computer and attempting to keep up with ap the nsw aspects of
being computer literate. Such a sense of being 'in toych.with
the future should rub off'on other aspects of ones
professional life.

Another important professional derivative of Computer
proficiency is the ability,to quickly retrieve lots of
information. I don't have a phone modem yet, but one of my
colleagues does. He regularly ties into the university's
mainframe for a variety of uses. In addition, he recently
learned how to tip into the evelopment Office's funding
search program and to the UniVersity's computerized'
'bibligraphic search:program established, for the library. Some
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people may have di4ficulty with 'such abilities because of 1984
or "Forbin ProjeCt" associations.. However, 'the ability.of a

'professional to work from Kis or her home or to carry oilt

searches directly from the office does'speak to issues of

efficienCy and'productivity.
-)

Information retrieval and efficiency also are tied to
such ativities as proposal development. Although I have not
yet Stored,"template".infOrmation on the retources of the-

university,. of the.community, etc., I soon .hope to do this so
that when I'm dev"aloping a proposal foi= outside funding I can.
simply "retrieve" certain pieces of standard information in
any order that I want. Such.an ability'also can be used with,
course syllabi, rsumes, budget information, etc.

I also use.th;e computer for a wide variety of
student-related activities. -For example; we update our
studert roster and mailing lists every few months via my
computer. We also keep track of achtisors and their advisees,
graduations, alumni addresses, and past courteinformation,
all of which comes in very handy at annual re0ort time and for

future accreditation reviews. lge also are now working on a
system for keeping track of student progress through.thair
graduate programs. All Of these'activities- will be even more

--valuable-when-the- Department_nbtains its own micro-computer'
capabilities.

A final profesSional uSe to be shared here has to do with
a recent activity I undertook as Chair,of the Professors of
Adult EdUcatiOn group. It underscores so well the Capability
of the computer .in helpringg'to make ones professional life a

little more effective. CPAg is in the.process of developing a
registry of meMbers.in terms of their resee-ch end teaching .

interests. Such a registry will be most ug'pful from a
brokerin§ aspect in terms of members communiCating with each
other over mutual concerns. It also will be interfaced with a'
similar registry recently developed by adult educators in the
United Kingdom and has a future Sharing capability with adult
educators from other countries. I was able to put the
beginning information on a file as an overall registry and
then I was able to sort it in a variety of ways to find and

'.. communicate a whole host of commonalities. The power of the
personal computer to do such activities with relatively little
effort and so quickiy is why the computer reVolution is a real
phenomenon and one every adult education professional'should
understand.

The last section of this presentation will deal with
several 4mplications for the field of adult education,
including a discussion of some philosophical issues, ideas
pertaining to continuing education needs, and suggestions
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about using personal computers as an administrative tooi in

educational administration.

A presentation of several-notions about the important
present and future implications,ndeds to be preCeded by some'
discussion' of a few philosophical issues. Many adult
educators, for example, are attracted into the profession
becaute of their humanittic orientation or they become Over
time more oriented toward process,in facilitating learning
than,in the actual products reSulting from learning"
activities. Such.individuals are likely to 'consider .

technOIogy as counter to certainlhuman valties and to the very
process of human development, itself. In other words,
interpersonal interaction is believed tobe an important and
integral,part.of the process of, adult education. Under-such.a
belief system, theteacher serves in a facilitator mode and
the learner is atked to accept considerable respOnsibility'for
the learning act, including functisons such as assessing neede;
planning specific-learning activitless.and evaluating personal
performance.

Another frame of reference exists among tilose educators
of adults who are often'associated with training in blisiness

and industry or in *her settings. In these instances, .
behavioralistic belf.efs frequently prevail and adherence.to

'eWternally-derived 'goal§ -or objectives is_often necessary.
Such a product orientation puts a-teacher in the,role of'
facilitat3ng the learning structure itself, where learners
often learn by being told or shown.

Each of the twO :Frames of reference, and:all of those
which may fall somewhere in between, May be very appropriate
given the pai4ticular situation or setting.. However, the
complexities of designing software and developing program
based on 'other than behavioralist theories are immense. We
simply do not know as much as we should about learning and
teaching styles.. The reaj challenge is finding ways of ---\

enhancing interaction and self directed involvement for:those
educational settings where such modes are desired or expected.
Wesley Meierhenry provides an excellent discussion of this
whole area in a chapter in a'new book edited by David
Gueulette, Mkcrocomputers for Adult Learning.

There are a variety of contintiing eduoati6n implications.
A huge need, and one tied to the point made above regarding
the enhancement of interaction, is for adult educatorS to .

,develop educational software. A good deal of software already
exists, of course, that can be used with or-that is designed
for adult learning. However, it appears that the mority of
such software has beemcreated_ou.t of aJlehavioralist
philosophy, not a humanist philosphy. Th'i'r, adult educators
must become creative and innovative in developing software
that promote interaction between learners or between a learner
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and game facilitaing agent:or resource. A up of
individuals. at Syracuse Universdty; for example, are working
to create such interactive-type prograMs for senior citizeng,
but it has not been ah easy task.

.z A wide variety of short courses and workshops (botb
credit and non-credit) are needed relative to personal'
computers', Such prclgramming aimed ai helpIng peOple
use computers,"how to program in variotis la29agesi-c-h-15-;Tio

select software and hardware, et c. will be- very much-in vogue
, over the next 4-ewyeara:. .A special need will( be to foC-as-such-
prograMming toward.those;older adult's who may find. themselves
somewhat frightened by computers but.haVing to live in a
society or with a job that requires computer. literacy.
$pecif1c.t,opics that will require future continuing education
help intlude:

Calculating, financial management
Usihg graphics
Data processing
.Word processing
Hardware maintenance
Hardware and software selection
Programming,

The future also will see an increased use' of'personal
.computers for suEh activities or needs as paying bills And
personal checking, burgler coptrol, information seeking (such
as through systems like the Source), investing and working
with the stock market, interfacing with other peciple for'
communication and conferencing purposes, and, printing or
copyingvmaterials. It is-not yet clear whai.all tha
continuing education needs will be, but the alert programmer_
should keep all those antenna up as such changes take place.

Personal computers also can be:used ir a variety of ways
for improving administrative practices. They can be used for /
maintaining current course descriptions, electronic "tickler.
files" of deadlines, and important dates, mailing lists coded7
for special cormtituencies, student schedules, and lists of
possible ew courses and faculty.

Visicalc and oher vspreadsheet" programs provide a
particularly useful tool for projectipg budgets and.keeping
traq of standard expenses... Most educational institutions t4se
a strandard budget form with buiii-in formulas for fringe -

lbenefits, administraive overhead, facility costs, etc. These .

formulas' cloi be built into a Visicalc model and .used for
determining the costs of neW programs or pojectingnext
,/s.ar's budget. ' A major feature of spreadsheet. proOramt is 'the.
ability to gain rapid answers to such questions as what will
be the total cost of a raise in salaries? What would happen
to net income if we raise fees $45.00 and we. have a drop of- 50
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students? Gpreadsheet programs.can eliminate mathematical
errors and secretarial time spent _retyping budgets' after
changes are made. A second use for spreadsheetprograms is
scheduling:. After a planning Matrix is Prepared, changes in
schedules are easily implemented on the spreadsheet..
Monitoring changes arsas easy as using a magnetic board and'
5" floppy disk is easier to file: Administrative ,

applications for spreadsheets are .limited only by your;
imaginatibn.

.0ne particular application of woreprocessing as pointed'
up earlier is to set,up temPlates for repetitive grant and .
report formats. Grant proposals often:.require the same
sequencing.of topic headings as well as.standard informati3On
about the institutioh. Institutional history,
'characteristics, and affirmative'action cOmpliance statements
can be set up in separate.files and easitr integrated into.new.
.applications for funding. Resumes of key staff can be 'kept in
separate files. The resumes can easily be customized for
specific grants by eliminating irrelevantoimaterial or by
highlighting-signifiCant experiences. After the grant is
written changes required by internal reviews can be easily
impleMented without extensive typing. InCidently,. if you
intend to Use a6small Computer for extensive word processing
applications inveStment in a good ouality daisy wheel printer
should be,,ROnsidered.

One final apIelication that might barconspered is
communication with off campus programs throu4h telephone
lines. A modem can convert a personal-computer into a
termin4A able tO communicate with any' other computer, large Or.
small, equipped with a modem attached to a telephone line.
While accoustical modems can-be attoched to a serial port of.a
smal.l computer, modems equipped Witrisa.modular connection are;
more' neliable..,Direct connect mOdems vary in price from $90 -

to $700. Memos, class materials, programs and oVtler materials
can be transmitted to another Computer at a rapiid rate
allowing "same 'day mail". The receiving computer can,store
the material on disk for later reading by your staff. With a,
proper program.and hardware (primarily an interaptirreal time
clock) 'this can 6e accoMplished automatically Arithoutohuman
attendance at either end., Current capabidities include
automatic dialing; answering, transmission, and storage of the
inforMation. 'The major draw back is that the phone line'
cannot--be used for any other use.as the'answering computen
transmitt an awful stream of noise when.it answers the phone:

'Pt small computer in the office or home won't cure all
problems but it can make many jobs more efficient and pasier.
We now look forward to *me interaction with ypu regarding our
:thoughts and we wil4 demoffstrate some Of'the,u.tes that,we have
described.
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